In this article, we give several differentiation and integrability formulas of special and composite functions including the trigonometric function, and the polynomial function.
is differentiable on Z and for every x such that x ∈ Z holds (
(2) Suppose that A ⊆ Z and f = Then A f (x)dx = ((the function exp) (the function cot))(sup A) − ((the function exp) (the function cot))(inf A). . Then . Then .
for every x such that x ∈ Z holds g(x) = 1 and f 1 (x) = x a and f 1 (x) > −1 and f 1 (x) < 1, (iii) Z = dom f, (iv) f is continuous on A, and
(26) Suppose that (i) A ⊆ Z, (ii) for every x such that x ∈ Z holds g(x) = 1 and f 1 (x) = x a and f 1 (x) > −1 and
(27) Suppose A ⊆ Z and f = n (( n−1 )·(the function sin)) ( n+1 )·(the function cos) and 1 ≤ n and Z ⊆ dom(( n ) · (the function tan)) and and 1 ≤ n and
((the function cos)·f 1 ) 2 , (iv) for every x such that x ∈ Z holds f 1 (x) = a · x and a = 0, and
((the function sin)·f 1 ) 2 , (iv) for every x such that x ∈ Z holds f 1 (x) = a · x and a = 0, and (v) Z = dom f. 
(the function sin)(x) n+1 and (the function sin)(x) = 0,
(the function cos)(x) n+1 and (the function cos)(x) = 0, 
